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Cloud Computing Strategy
Exploration Workshop
Helping clients understand cloud computing, assess
opportunities, and define a roadmap to move forward

Highlights:
•

Jumpstarts your understanding of cloud
computing opportunities

•

Lays a foundation for building a cloud
computing strategy for your organization

•

Identifies workloads best suited for
cloud computing as well as current
capability gaps

•

Develops detailed roadmaps to help
ensure a smooth implementation

•

Demonstrates the cloud value proposition
and real-world case studies

Cloud computing is enabling organizations to reduce costs and improve
service levels. This is a new consumption and delivery model. As with
any evolution, cloud computing comes with both opportunities and
challenges. An in-depth understanding of these issues is critical to
achieving the desired benefits and path forward. Developing your
cloud strategy, defining your service model, determining which
workloads to migrate, and understanding the capabilities required
will maximize the benefits of moving to the cloud and ensure a
smooth transition.

Workshop overview
During this one-day workshop, IBM will interactively guide your
stakeholders through an understanding of cloud computing and how its
capabilities could be best leveraged to meet your business and IT needs.
Using a unique cloud adoption framework and analytical tools, we will
help you analyze your existing environment and determine the cloud
computing model best suited for your organization. Our specialists
walk you through identifying the business areas and workloads that,
when migrated to a cloud computing model, can enable you to reduce
costs and improve service delivery in line with your strategic priorities.
We also engage with you to develop a detailed implementation plan
that guides your transition toward a tailored cloud computing solution.

Our approach to helping you explore cloud
The Cloud Computing Strategy Exploration Workshop can provide
rapid assessment to help you more swiftly evaluate feasible cloud
computing opportunities. We then define a road map of activities that
will help you successfully implement your target cloud model.
This offering helps you by:
• Using a proven, structured approach to evaluate the cloud
opportunities and risks current and planned IT capabilities
• Examining the applicability of cloud computing across all relevant
business areas, workloads and infrastructure
• Providing detailed roadmaps to successfully migrate to the selected
cloud computing model and mitigate implementation risks

Workshop approach

About IBM Strategy & Transformation

Pre-Workshop Planning
•

•

Planning session with your team to understand key
issue areas, define specific session goals, and tailor
desired outcomes
Conduct attendee survey to gauge understanding of cloud
concepts, baseline potential cloud value drivers, and identify
barriers within the organization

For more information

On-site Workshop
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the current environment
Discuss cloud fundamentals and points of view
Prioritize workload and deployment models
Assess your private cloud current capabilities
Study the IBM Cloud Computing Reference Architecture
Share the cloud value proposition & review case studies

Cloud Point of View
• Open discussion of cloud
• Linked to business
challenges, IT drivers,
barriers

IBM Strategy and Transformation provides management
consulting services. Our practice enables client success
through executable strategies and technology-enabled
transformation. We help clients achieve end-to-end
transformation, from strategy to implementation, and gain
efficiency in cross-functional collaboration.

Cloud Workload
Prioritization
• Select client motivators
& barriers for moving
to cloud
• Prioritize workload
using them

Please contact your IBM Strategy & Transformation
representative or visit:
ibm.com/gbs/strategy

Assessment of
Clouds enabling
Capabilities
• Where are you now?
• Where do you need
to be?
• Which initiatives will
be aided by closing
the gap?

Common Cloud
Reference Architecture
• Describe foundation
model for building cloud
solutions
• Understand applicability
to selected workloads

Cloud Value

• Using case studies,

understand potential
returns on investment
in cloud
• Value Framework

Post Workshop Report
•
•

•

•

Workshop summary, findings, and discussion material
Outcomes of interactive working sessions: service model,
deployment model, and workload prioritizations
Detailed capability analysis, transition roadmaps, and project
breakdown to achieve a “cloud-ready” state
Recommendations and leading-practices for moving forward

Why IBM
•

•

•

•

•

IBM is the top leading cloud service and infrastructure
providers for enterprises*
Proven approach to helping our clients with business model
innovation across the Public Sector
Broad and deep expertise in building the full range of cloud
computing capabilities from strategy through execution
Leading practices, connected knowledge, and experience
implementing cloud solutions across IBM as well as
throughout the Commercial and Public Sectors
Deep analytic tools that deliver powerful insight
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